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TS2 (3.1), H1+ and H2+ DIAG
I didn’t find any new things , 100% same to spoto all the parts.
TS2:

SP

Ticket1:Same thing to create “Route-map attack 20” and “action forward”
Just User4 “ int e0/0” have not dhcp properly config and check if its shutdown .
Int e0/0 >> ip add dhcp client-id e0/0 and also Also added “lease infinite “ R40”
Ticket2:

Ticket3:
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Just “next-hop-self” was missing on both R14/R15 and I add the “ ospf 1 area 0 “ on SW111 “int
vlan 2001”

Load balancing was the same as spoto mentioned to check the access-list and make them correct
SW101 has the “ospf cost value” remove it by finding with command “ Show run | s ospf “

Ticket4:

CC

On R22 I add a “ ip ospf cost 100” on interface that run to SW201.

IE

The “BGP local preference 100 “ was applied on both routers R21/R20 , I increased on R21 and
also I added “ip ospf cost 100” on the R21 interface that’s already spoto mentioned
Ticket5:

Added “Ip ospf network point-to-multipoint” on R14,R60 and R51

I redistributed the ospf under BGP ipv6 address family
Ticket7:

In MPLS check all the RTs . Few of them are wrong , follow spoto
Also “mpls lable protocol” and “ ldp router-id were missing .
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Ticket6:

From SW502 trace to server-1 need to configure “ip ospf cost 100” on SW111’s interface that
run to SW100 (link ID-23)
Ticket 8: Add “ip dhcp relay info trust” on both SW300/SW301’s interface vlan 2001/2000
Also added “lease infinite “ R30”
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Ticket9: tunnel key was wrong,
Ticket10: just added “ip nat outside source X X like spoto”
DIAG H2+
I spent much time on diagnosis because I want to verify all the answers , all found 100% as spoto
H1+ CFG.

SP

Layer2 vlans were configured need to configure trunk , vtp pass with (?) mark CCIErocks? . I used to
press “ctrl+v” for that to enter “?”
BGP was not configured, ospf was not configured , just few ebgp were preconfig on “34567”
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R20 was configured about 5% and added “address familt ipv4” part
The rest of all things need to configured and didn’t find any more preconfig.
But all the question hit the spoto 100%

I was forget a important part to configure on R20 “ nei 10.120.15.1 weight 1000/nei 10.120.99.1 weight
100. It really made me worried but I got the pass result.
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From the whole experience I found that if you don’t panic or under pressure you can pass. Most of the
student kill by pressure so never come under pressure
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